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Global Updates
Global Issues

- Lab information extracts timing out. [MAEDSS-9331]
- On-call Events Reference Code Lists Have 3 Diseases to be Made Invisible. [MAEDSS-9662]
- Update Occupation List in Demo QP. [MAEDSS-8939]
- Add notes to LEAD Lab Line List. [MAEDSS-9685]
- Expand Parameter feature in a report in MAVEN. [MAEDSS-9669]
- Negative lab from SLI was not matched to existing person in MAVEN. [MAEDSS-9405]
- Update report "MAVEN Data and Dedup status". [MAEDSS-9508]
- Create new QP for BOSS information - External Information. [MAEDSS-9665]
- Add new reference code to reporting source group for BOSS data. [MAEDSS-9693]
- Modify hl7_convert_to_maven.xsl to recognize the BOSS feed and populate reporting source variable. [MAEDSS-9695]
IT
IT

• Create a report similar to the Email Activity Report that displays unsent emails without recipients. [MAEDSS-9616]
EPI
- Modify the age criteria for and name of the HCV Youth Clinician Notification workflow [MAEDSS-8891]
- Modify the age criteria for and name of the HCV Youth Clinician Reminder workflow. [MAEDSS-8892]
- Modify the age criteria for and title of the HCV Youth Reminder - Boston workflow. [MAEDSS-9016]
- Modify the age criteria for and title of the HCV Youth Clinician Notification - Boston workflow. [MAEDSS-9017]
- Modify the age criteria for the Hepatitis C Teleform print workflow. [MAEDSS-9313]
- Replace HepC_under_25_1st.rtf letter with HepC_AcuteCRF_Letter_Initial.rtf. [MAEDSS-9314]
- Replace HepC_under_25_2nd.rtf letter with HepC_Acute CRF_Letter_Reminder.rtf. [MAEDSS-9315]
- Modify the age criteria for the Hepatitis C Teleform print - Boston workflow. [MAEDSS-9594]
- Create new variable to capture arbonet reporting date for selected zoonotic events. [MAEDSS-9606]
- Create new workflow to track HCV cases 70 and older that have not had a CRF completed. [MAEDSS-9618]
- Add barcode field to Lab screen. [MAEDSS-9630]
- Review HL7 message coming from SLI Lab to determine where new field for Barcode can be placed. [MAEDSS-9633]
- Create new report: Lab Information Extract by Specimen Date. [MAEDSS-9633]
Food Protection Program (FPP)
• FBI Complaint Module -- EVENT_DATE should match Effective From Date. [MAEDSS-9283]
- Modify HIV Lab Line List. [MAEDSS-9151]
- Improve performance of ELR Report. [MAEDSS-9684]
- Add barcode field to Lab screen. [MAEDSS-9630]
- Review HL7 message coming from SLI Lab to determine where new field for Barcode can be placed. [MAEDSS-9633]
Global Populations
Global Populations

- Update Missing TST/IGRA report/jsp to show IGRA results. [MAEDSS-9655]
- Updated to TB Messaging Extract. [MAEDSS-5754]
- Create a new workflow that finds cases with both a TB Active event and an LTBI event with an event date within the same year. [MAEDSS-9503]
- Update TB Follow Up Clinic Form Wizard. [MAEDSS-9595]
- Add IGRA section to Medical Information Question Package in TB. [MAEDSS-9597]
- Update TB Initial Clinic Evaluation Wizard. [MAEDSS-9600]
STD
• Field Record Print Template Update. [MAEDSS-9551]
• Error message when trying to dedup a syphilis event. [MAEDSS-9675]
• Error message running STD - DIS Performance Summary Report. [MAEDSS-9679]
• Order the sections of patient summary by date with the most recent date at the top. [MAEDSS-9435]
• Add variable for Neurosyphilis LGV and PID Status. [MAEDSS-9520]
• Create CRF wizard for STD. [MAEDSS-9546]
• Create Wizard for STD Lab Review and Assignment. MAEDSS-[9564]
• Add concern for SSuN Part A GC Interview [MAEDSS-9666]
• New STD workflow: Pending Lab Results. [MAEDSS-7526]
• Assign a sample of Gonorrhea Events that are reported for DIS follow-up. [MAEDSS-8639]
• Create a counts report for STD diseases based on MMWR week. [MAEDSS-9278]
• Create MDPH Codes for EPT. [MAEDSS-9478]
• Random Event Selection Workflow. [MAEDSS-9486]
• Create Syphilis Tracking Report. [MAEDSS-9567]
STD (cont.)

• Change event time period of HIV events. [MAEDSS-9591]
• Add answer option for GENDER__TRANS_DESCRIPTION. [MAEDSS-9614]
• Add barcode field to Lab screen. [MAEDSS-9630]
Thank you

• If you have any questions or concerns about this latest release of MAVEN please contact the helpdesk at isishelp@state.ma.us or 617-983-6801

• Many of the new features you will find in this release are directly from user feedback. Please continue to give ISIS your thoughts on MAVEN and requests for future enhancements. Thank you.